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This paper is devoted to the study of the surjective stability of the K -functor for1
Chevalley groups of type E . This is a particular case of the stability problem for7
Chevalley groups, which was posed by H. Bass. In this paper, surjective stability of
the K -functor is proved under natural conditions on the dimension of the maximal1
spectrum of a ring and, independently, under a special condition which is meaning-
ful from the point of view of equations defining a Chevalley group. Q 1998
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INTRODUCTION
The problem of K -functor stability for semisimple algebraic groups was1
w xdiscussed by Bass 5, p. 278 . He proposed formulating stability hypotheses
in terms of relations between the dimension of the maximal spectrum of a
ring and the rank of a maximal split torus of a group.
In the framework of Chevalley groups, this problem was studied by Stein
w x27, 28 , who developed an approach that considers, in the same way, both
classical and exceptional cases. Despite this, however, the problem is still
open. It consists of two, in fact, independent tasks. These are surjective
and injective stability questions.
Traditionally, injective stability was considered as a more difficult ques-
tion. However, recently it has been completely investigated. Vavilov has
shown that injecti¨ e stability of the K -functor for all regular embeddings of1
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 .root systems holds under natural depending on embedding conditions on the
stable rank of a ring. This result is based on the Suslin]Tulenbaev proof
w x w x32 of the Dennis]Vaserstein decomposition 13, 14, 36 .
w xFor surjective stability the situation is as follows. It is known 4, 6, 35
that for the embeddings A ª A , C ª C , surjective stability holdsny1 n ny1 n
under stable rank conditions. However, the cases of the orthogonal groups
w xB ª B , D ª D require stronger conditions on a ring 27, 36 .ny1 n ny1 n
w xThese are either the absolute stable rank condition ASR 27 , or somen
w xspecial condition V , introduced by Vaserstein 36 for orthogonal andn
unitary groups, or just the condition on the maximal spectrum of a ring
 .dimMax R . The absolute stable rank condition turns out to be sufficient
also for some other cases of Chevalley group embeddings A ª G , B ,1 2 3
w x.C ª F , D ª E , 22, 23, 27, 28 .3 4 5 6
The aim of this paper is to prove surjective stability of the K -functor1
for the embedding of Chevalley groups of the type E ª E under some6 7
natural conditions on the ring. Then, for the embeddings of root systems of
the same type, the only case that remains to be studied is E ª E .7 8
1. PRELIMINARIES
 .Let F be a reduced irreducible root system of rank l, let G F, be a
simply connected Chevalley]Demazure group scheme over Z of type F
 w x.  .see 9, 12 , and let T F, be a split maximal torus in it. If R is a
 .commutative ring with 1, the value of the functor G F, on R is called
the simply connected Chevalley group of type F over R and is denoted by
 . G F, R . To each root a g F there correspond elementary with respect
.  .to T root unipotent elements x j , j g R. All the elementary unipo-a
 .  .   .tents x j , a g F, j g R, generate a group E F, R s x j , a g F,a a
:  .j g R , which is called the elementary subgroup of G F, R .
It is well known that if F is an irreducible root system of rank l G 2,
 .  .  w xthen E F, R is always normal in G F, R see 30, 31 , for the classical
w x .groups and 2, 33, 34, 37, 38 for the Chevalley groups .
 .Thus, the K -functor of Chevalley group G F, R is naturally defined as1
the quotient group
K F , R s G F , R rE F , R .  .  .1
 w x.see 1, 26]28 .
Any inclusion of root systems D ; F induces the homomorphisms of
 .  .  .  .groups G D, R ª G F, R , E D, R ª E F, R taking roots into roots,
 .and the homomorphism of the corresponding K -functors n : K D, R ª1 1
 .K F, R .1
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The surjective stability question is to find conditions on the ring R,
depending on D ; F, which pro¨ide surjecti¨ ity of the homomorphism n .
Since we consider surjective stability for not necessarily infinite series of
Chevalley groups, it is better to reformulate this question as a question of
the conditions on R which provide the existence of the decomposition
 .  .  .G F, R s E F, R G D, R .
 :Denote by X the ideal generated by X if X ; R; the subgroup
generated by X if X is a subset of a group; the minimal closed subsystem
of roots containing X if X ; F.
Recall that a commutative ring R satisfies the absolute stable rank
 .condition ASR if for any row r , . . . , r with coordinates in R, theren 1 n
exist elements t , . . . , t g R, such that every maximal ideal of R con-1 ny1
 :taining the ideal r q t r , . . . , r q t r also contains the ideal1 1 n ny1 ny1 n
 : w x w xr , . . . , r . This notion was introduced in 15 and used in 27, 28 and1 n
w xthen in 22, 23 for stability problems. The description of various properties
of ASR , as well as numerous applications for not necessarily commuta-n
. w xtive rings , can be found in 19 .
It was mentioned by Bak that the absolute stable rank condition ASRn
 .is equivalent to the following one. Let r , . . . , r be a left unimodular1 nq1
vector. Then there are elements t , . . . , t g R, such that r q1 ny1 1
.t r , . . . , r q t r , r q tr is unimodular for any t g R.1 n ny1 ny1 n nq1 n
 .If we assume that a row r , . . . , r is unimodular then the absolute1 n
w xstable rank condition is transformed into the stable rank condition 4, 35 .
The absolute stable rank condition satisfies the usual properties, namely
for every ideal I 1 R it may be lifted to RrI, and if n G m, then ASRm
implies ASR . Finally, it is well known that if the dimension of then
 .maximal spectrum dimMax R is n y 2, then both the conditions ASRn
w xand SR are fulfilled 15, 19, 27 .n
2. WEIGHT DIAGRAMS AND BASIC REPRESENTATIONS
q y  4Let us fix an order on F, and let F , F , and P s a , . . . , a be the1 l
sets of positive, negative, and fundamental roots, respectively. Our num-
w xbering of the fundamental roots follows that of 7 . By v , . . . , v one1 l
 .denotes the corresponding fundamental weights. Let W s W F be the
Weyl group of the root system F, i.e., the group generated by the set of
fundamental reflections w , . . . , w .a a1 l
Recall that an irreducible representation p of the complex semisimple
w x  .Lie algebra L is called basic 20 if the Weyl group W s W F acts
 .transitively on the set L p of nonzero weights of the representation p .
This is equivalent to saying that if for any two nonzero weights l, n their
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difference is a fundamental root a s l y n , then w l s n for the corre-a
sponding fundamental reflection w g W.a
In this paper we can restrict ourselves to the basic representations
 .without zero weight. In this case, L p is the set of all weights of p , and
 .the weights L p form the one Weyl orbit. Such representations are called
microweight or minuscule representations, and the list of these representa-
 w x.tions is very well known see 8 .
To each complex representation p of a simple Lie algebra L of type F
 .there corresponds a representation p of the Chevalley group G s G F, R
w xon the free R-module V s V s V m R 20, 29 . If p is faithful we canR Z Z
 .  .identify G with its image p G s G F, R under this representation andp
omit the symbol p in the action of G on V. Thus, for an x g G and ¨ g V
 .  .we write x¨ for p x ¨ . If we want to specify that the group G s G F, R
is considered in the basic representation p with the highest weight m, the
  . .notation G F, R , m is used. In the sequel, m always stands for the
highest weight of a representation.
Decompose the module V into the direct sum of its weight submodules
V s [ V l, l g L p . .
It follows from the definition of microweight representation that all V l,
 . w xl g L p , are one dimensional. Matsumoto 20, Lemma 2.3 has shown
l l  .that there is a special base of weight vectors ¨ g V , l g L p , such that
 .the action of the root unipotents x j , a g F, j g R, is described by thea
following simple formulas:
i. if l g L p , l q a f L p , then x j ¨ l s ¨ l; .  .  .a ) .
l l lqaii. if l, l q a g L p , then x j ¨ s ¨ " j ¨ . .  .a
l  .For any ¨ g V in the chosen base, we have ¨ s  c ¨ , l g L p , andl
 .Matsumoto's lemma provides explicit formulas for the action of x j ona
¨ and on its coordinates c .l
 .Now if g g G s G F, R , then the n th column g# of the correspond-, n
 .   . .ing matrix p g g G F, R , m , where m is the highest weight of p ,
 . n lconsists of the coefficients in the expansion of p g e with respect to e ,
 .l g L p . We may conceive any element g g G as a matrix g s g ,l, n
where l and n range over all the weights of the representation p . Then
the columns above are obtained by freezing the second index in such a
matrix. Analogously, the rows g are obtained by freezing the first indexl, )
and correspond to the vectors from the dual module V *.
As a rule, in stability questions all the calculations use only one say, the
.  .first column of the matrix. We denote by l g the lth coordinate of the
 .  .first column g , l g L p , of the matrix g. As we know from ) , onelm
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 .can very efficiently perform calculations with such columns and rows and
 .calculate x j g.a
Moreover, we can obtain further simplification of calculations, using the
 w xmachinery of weight diagrams see 16, 21, 24, 27, 38]40 for the detailed
.description of these diagrams and references . Let us recall here the
corresponding definitions.
It is well known that a choice of a fundamental system P defines a
 .partial order of the weight lattice P F as follows: l G n if and only if
l y n is a linear combination of the fundamental roots with nonnegative
integral coefficients. Let us associate with a representation p a graph
 .which is in fact the Hasse diagram of the set L p of its weights with
respect to the above order.
We construct a labeled graph in the following way. Its vertices corre-
 .spond to the weights l g L p of the representation p , and the vertex
corresponding to l is actually marked by l usually these labels are
.omitted .
We read the diagram from right to left and from bottom to top, which
means that a larger weight tends to stand to the left of and higher than a
smaller one. The leftmost vertex corresponds to the highest weight m of a
representation.
 .The vertices corresponding to the weights l, n g L p are joined by a
 .bond marked a or simply i if and only if their difference l y n s a g Pi i
is a fundamental root. We draw the diagrams in such a way that the marks
on the opposite sides of a parallelogram are equal as a rule, at least one
.of them is omitted . Thus, all paths of minimal length connecting two
vertices have the same sum of labels. This means that if there is a root,
corresponding to a pair of vertices, it can be determined by any path of
minimal length between these vertices.
Now one may conceive a vector ¨ g V as such a weight diagram which
has an element of R attached to every node. A standard weight vector el
has 1 in the lth node and zeros elsewhere; an arbitrary vector ¨ has its
lth coordinate ¨ l with respect to this weight base as the label at the lth
node. The above-mentioned Matsumoto's lemma gives a very simple rule
 .describing what happens with such a vector ¨ under the action of x j .a
 .For a minuscule p and a fundamental root a s a , x j adds ori a
 . l nsubtracts always adds for a clever choice of the weight base j ¨ to ¨
along each edge labeled with i. For other roots one merely has to trace all
paths in the diagram which have the same labels at their edges as the root
a in its linear expansion with respect to the fundamental roots. For
example, if a s 2a q a , one has to look at the paths which have the1 2
labels 1, 1, 2, in any order the order of the labels on such a path starting in
l together with the structure constants of the Lie algebra is responsible for
 . l.the sign with which x j acts on ¨ .a
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In this paper we use only microweight representations; that is, we do not
care about weight diagrams with zero weights. The details of how to
construct and operate with weight diagrams in case of the presence of zero
w xweight can be found in 24, 38 . Weight diagrams for the aims of stability of
w xthe K - and K -functors were introduced by Stein in 27 .1 2
3. STABILITY THEOREMS FOR E ª E6 7
Stability of the K -functor is closely related to the fact known as the1
 w x.Chevalley]Matsumoto decomposition theorem see 9, 20, 27 . Let us
formulate the particular case of this theorem used for the stability prob-
lem.
 .Consider a basic representation p of the group G F, R with the
highest weight m. Denote by a g P the fundamental root, such thatk
m y a is a weight, and by D the subsystem in F generated by allk
fundamental roots except a . Further, let S s F _ D, Sqs Fql S, Sysk
Fyl S, and
 q :U S , R s x j , a g S , t g R , .  .a
 y :V S , R s x j , a g S , t g R . .  .a
  . .Now take a matrix g g G F, R , m and suppose that g is an invertiblemm
element in R. Then the Chevalley]Matsumoto theorem states that g can
be expressed in the form
g s ¨g u ,1
 .  .  .  .where ¨ g V S, R , u g U S, R , g g T F, R G D, R , and all the fac-1
 .tors are uniquely determined. Moreover, if g s 1 then g g G D, R .mm 1
The set F is the disjoint union of sets:
F s Sqj D j Sy,
and, in other words, the Chevalley]Matsumoto theorem says that if g ismm
 .invertible, then an element g of Chevalley group G F, R can be ex-
pressed as a product of the element from a Levy factor of the proper
 .parabolic subgroup G D, R and two factors from the unipotent radicals of
w xthis parabolic subgroup and its opposite 38 .
Thus, the Chevalley]Matsumoto theorem yields, that getting by elemen-
tary transformations a unit of the ring in the left corner of the matrix
  . .g g G F, R , m , we get the surjective stability of the K -functor for the1
embedding D ª F, where D and F are of the same type.
  . .Therefore, the problem is to transform a matrix g g G F, R , m using
  . .multiplications by elements e g E F, R , m to a matrix with the invert-
ible element g .mm
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 .Let us agree to use the notation e g E D ª F, R for the element
 .  .   . .e g E D, R ; G F, R and the notation e g E D ª F, R , m if we
want to specify the representation.
 .Denote by Eq F, m a set of equations that determine the orbit
 . m m  w x.G F, R ¨ of the highest weight vector ¨ . It is known see 18, 41 that
this set consists of quadratic equations.
 .Now we can define three types of vectors. Denote by Um R, F the setm
 . X  .of unimodular columns rows of length n s dim p ; by Um R, F the setm
 .of unimodular columns rows of length n which satisfy the set of equa-
 . Y  .  .tions Eq F, m ; and by Um R, m the set of unimodular columns rowsm
  . .of length n which can be completed up to a matrix g g G F, R , m . It is
Y  . X  .  .clear that Um R, F ; Um R, F ; Um R, F . The difference betweenm m m
X  . Y  .Um R, F and Um R, F is measured by the corresponding K-functor.m m
The following result can be derived from the proof of the Chevalley]
Matsumoto theorem.
 . X  .PROPOSITION 1. Let g , . . . , g g Um R, F and g g R*. There ex-1 n m 1
  . .  .ists e g E F, R , m , such that eg s 0, i / 1.i
 .Consider now the weight diagram of the type E , v , i.e., the diagram7 7
 .of the microweight representation of G E , R with the highest weight v7 7
 .see Figure 3 . Let us number the weights of the representation according
to Figure 4.
 . X  .LEMMA 1. Let g , . . . , g , . . . , g , . . . , g g Um R, E , i s1 i yi y1 v 77
 .1, . . . , 28. Suppose g s 0 and g , . . . , g is unimodular. Then1 2 28
 . X  .g , . . . , g g Um R, E .2 28 v 66
Proof. In fact, we have to check that in the conditions of the lemma the
 .  .elements of the column g , . . . , g satisfy Eq E , v . This fact immedi-2 28 6 6
 .ately follows from the full description of the sets Eq E , v and6 6
 . w x w xEq E , v in 40, Theorem 3 ; see also 3, 11, 40 .7 7
Here we sketch another approach which is based on the elementary
 .recipe on how one can find equations from the sets Eq E , v and6 6
 .Eq E , v using the Chevalley]Matsumoto theorem.7 7
 .Take an element g g G E , R with the invertible entry g . Then the7 mm
 . X  .column g , l g L, belongs to Um R, E and its elements satisfylm v 77
 .Eq E , v . Let us find some of these equations.7 7
 .By the Chevalley]Matsumoto theorem there is the element e g E E , R7
 .of the form e s P x j , j g R, a runs all the roots from S s E _ Ea 7 6
 .  .taken in a fixed order, such that eg g G E , R . This means that eg s 06 lm
for all l / m. Let G be the set of all weights l, such that m y l g S. It is
clear that by choosing appropriate values of j in the element e one can
 .  .obtain zeros on the entries eg , l g G. But all the entries eg , l f G,lm lm
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should be zeros as well. It remains to calculate their values and equalize
 .them to zero. This gives us 28 equations from Eq E , v .7 7
 .Using Figures 3 and 4, we see that we have to calculate eg , i sim
 .y28, . . . , y1, or, suppressing m in the notation, the elements eg ,i
i s y28, . . . , y1.
 .Straightforward calculations of the entries eg , i s y28, . . . , y1, byim
 .formula ) and Figure 3 yield that up to the choice of signs, which is
immaterial in this case and which can be determined using the algorithm
w x.  .described in 40 , there is the following set of equations from Eq E , v :7 7
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y28 8 5 9 4 10 3 11 2 7 6
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y27 12 6 13 5 14 4 15 3 16 2
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y26 12 8 13 7 17 4 18 3 19 2
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y25 12 9 14 7 20 3 17 5 21 2
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y24 12 10 15 7 18 5 20 4 22 2
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y23 12 11 16 7 19 5 21 4 22 3
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y22 13 9 14 8 17 6 23 3 24 2
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y21 13 10 15 8 18 6 23 4 25 2
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y20 13 11 16 8 24 4 25 3 19 6
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y19 14 10 15 9 20 6 23 5 26 2
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y18 14 11 16 9 21 6 24 5 26 3
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y17 15 11 16 10 22 6 25 5 26 4
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y16 17 10 18 9 20 8 23 7 27 2
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y15 17 11 19 9 21 8 24 7 27 3
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y14 18 11 19 10 22 8 25 7 27 4
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y13 20 11 21 10 22 9 26 7 27 5
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y12 23 11 24 10 25 9 26 8 27 6
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y11 17 15 18 14 20 13 28 2 23 12
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y10 16 17 19 14 21 13 24 12 28 3
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y9 18 16 19 15 22 13 25 12 28 4
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y8 20 16 21 15 22 14 26 12 28 5
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y7 23 16 24 15 25 14 26 13 28 6
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y6 20 19 21 18 22 17 27 12 28 7
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y5 23 19 24 18 25 17 27 13 28 8
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y4 23 21 24 20 26 17 27 14 28 9
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y3 23 22 25 20 26 18 28 10 27 15
g g " g g " g g " g g " g g " g g s 0,1 y2 24 22 25 21 26 19 27 16 28 11
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plus one more complicated equation, which corresponds to the angle 2pr3
w xbetween roots}in the sense of 40, Theorem 3 , where the technique of
 .internal modules is used for the description of the sets Eq E , v and6 6
 . Eq E , v . Let us mention that the form of the set of equalities above7 7
w xagrees with the results of 17, 25 , that all equations of microweight
.representations come from the systems of type D .n
Modulo g the first 27 equations above include g , i s 2, . . . , 28 and1 i
 . w xcoincide with the set Eq E , v }see 10, 40, 41 }they are exactly 276 6
quadratic equations defining the orbit of the highest weight vector for the
minimal representation of E . This implies that in the conditions of6
 .  .Lemma 1 the unimodular vector g , . . . , g satisfies Eq E , v and,2 28 6 6
X .  .therefore, g , . . . , g g Um R, E .2 28 v 66
Consider Figure 1, which depicts the diagram of microweight represen-
 .tation E , v with the numbering of weights as shown in Figure 2.6 6
 .LEMMA 2. Let the ring R satisfy the condition dimMax R F 4. Then for
 . X  .   . .any row a s a , . . . , a g Um E , R there exists e g E E , R , v ,l l v 6 6 61 27 6
 .  . :such that ae , ae s R.l l1 18
Proof. Denote by G the set of weights l , such that m y l f F. It isi i
easy to see that these are the weights l , i s 18, . . . , 27 the notationi
.i, . . . , j means all numbers between i and j .
 . X  .Consider a s a , . . . , a g Um E , R . Let us choose in each irre-l l v 61 n 6
 .ducible component A of the space MaxSpec R a maximal ideal u whichi i
does not belong to other components, and set u s u . The ring Rru isi
  . .semilocal and we can find an element e g E E , R , v , such that6 6
 .  .  . X  .ae ' 1 mod u . Since a s a , . . . , a g Um E , R , using Propo-l l l v 61 1 27 6
 .  .sition 1, we can choose e, such that ae ' 0 mod u , i / 1. Let ae s a .l 1i
 .  .  .  . .Applying the condition ASR to the subrow a , . . . , a , a , a6 1 l 1 l 1 l 1 l1 4 6 10
  . .of the row a , we can find e g E A ª E , R , v , such that the row1 1 5 6 1
 .  . .a e , . . . , a e is unimodular. Since a f A ª E we have1 1 l 1 1 l 2 5 62 27
a e ' 0 mod u , i s 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, . . . , 27. .  .l1 1 i
 .FIG. 1. E , v .6 6
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 .FIG. 2. E , v .6 6
 .FIG. 3. E , v .7 7
 .FIG. 4. E , v .7 7
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 . :  .  . .Let a e s a . Set a s a , l g G. The row a , . . . , a is1 1 2 2 l i 2 l 2 li 2 17
unimodular modulo ideal a. Thus, there exist t , . . . , t g R, such that2 17
 .  .  .  .t a q ??? qt a ' 1 y a mod a . Since m y l g F, i s2 2 l 17 2 l 2 l i2 17 1
  . .  .  .2, . . . , 17, we can find e g E E , R , v , such that a e ' 1 mod a2 6 6 2 2 l1
 . :  .  .and a e s a , l g G. Therefore, the row a e , a e , . . . ,2 2 l i 2 2 l 2 2 li 1 18
 . .  .  .a e is unimodular. Besides, a e ' 0 mod u , i s 18, . . . , 27. Set2 2 l 2 2 l27 i
 . :a e s n and consider Rrn. Since n q a s R where a ; u , stan-2 2 l1 w xdard argumentation with the multiplicative system S s R _Du 4, 35, 36i
 .  .  . .shows that dimMax R rn F 3. Let a e s a . The row a , . . . , a2 2 3 3 l 3 l18 27w xis unimodular modulo n. It remains to mention that Theorem 2.1 of 27
 .  .case D ª D does not require that a row a , . . . , a belong tony1 n 1 n
X  .  .  .Um D , R , but only that the group G D , R acts on Um D , R . Sincev n n v n1 1
 .   . .dimMax R s 3 implies ASR , there exists e g E D ª E , R , v ,5 3 5 6 1
 .  .  .  .such that a e ' 1 mod n . At last, obviously, a e s a . There-3 3 l 3 3 l 3 l18 1 1
 .  . :fore, a e , a e s R.3 3 l 3 3 l1 18
 .THEOREM 1. Let dimMax R F 4. Then the homomorphism
n : K E , R ª K E , R .  .1 6 1 7
is surjecti¨ e.
  . .   .  .. YProof. Let g g G E , R , v . Then l g , . . . , l g g Um ?7 7 1 y1 v 7
 .E , R .7
Let
a s l g , l g , . . . , l g , l g , . . . , l g , .  .  .  .  . 6 8 11 13 28
:l g , . . . , l g . .  .y28 y1
  .  .  .  ..The row l g , . . . , l g , l g , l g is unimodular modulo a , and,1 5 7 12
  . .   .using SR , we can find e g E A ª E , R , v , such that l eg ,7 6 7 1 2
 .  ... . . ,l eg , l eg is unimodular modulo a. Since5 7
 l eg , l eg , . . . , l eg , l eg , . . . , l eg , .  .  .  .  . 6 8 11 13 28
:l eg , . . . , l eg s a , .  .y28 y1
  .  ..the row l eg , . . . , l eg is unimodular.2 y1
  .  .:   .Set eg s g . Now let a s l g , . . . , l g . Then l g ,1 y28 1 y1 1 2 1
 .:  .. . . ,l g q a s R. Thus, there exist t , . . . , t g R, such that l g t28 1 2 28 i 1 i
 .  .' 1 y l g mod a , i s 2, . . . , 28. Denote by G the set of weights l ,1 1 i
i s 2, . . . , 28. Let us set
e s x t , b s m y l , l g G. .1 b i i i ii
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 .Applying ) , we have
28
l e g s l g q l g t q u , .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 i 1 i
is2
 .  .where u g a. Thus, l e g ' 1 mod a and the row1 1 1
l e g , l e g , . . . , l e g .  .  . .1 1 1 y28 1 1 y1 1 1
is unimodular.
  .  .:   .Let g s e g and a s l g , l g . The row l g ,2 1 1 1 2 y1 2 y28 2
 ... . . ,l g is unimodular modulo a. From the proof of surjective stabil-y2 2
 w x.ity of the K -functor for the embedding D ª E see 22 , it follows that1 5 6
  . .there exists e g E E ª E , R , v , such that2 6 7 6
l e g , l e g , . . . , l e g .  .  . .y28 2 2 y11 2 2 y2 2 2
  .  .:is unimodular modulo a. Since l e g , l e g s a , the row1 2 2 y1 2 2
l e g , l e g , l e g , . . . , l e g , l e g .  .  .  .  . .1 2 2 y28 2 2 y11 2 2 y2 2 2 y1 2 2
is unimodular. Then the row
l e g , . . . , l e g , l e g , l e g , l e g , . . . , l e g .  .  .  .  .  . .1 2 2 11 2 2 28 2 2 y28 2 2 y11 2 2 y1 2 2
is also unimodular.
  .  .  .:Let g s e g and a s l g , . . . , l g , l g . Take the row3 2 2 1 3 11 3 y28 3
l g , l g , . . . , l g . .  .  . .28 3 y11 3 y1 3
w xArguing as in 27 and using the condition ASR , we can obtain e g6 3
  . .E D ª E , R , v , such that6 7 1
l e g ' 1 mod a , .  .28 3 3
l e g ' 0 mod a , . . . , l e g ' 0 mod a . .  .  .  .y11 3 3 y2 3 3
  .  .  .:Since l e g , . . . , l e g , l e g s a , the row1 3 3 11 3 3 y28 3 3
l e g , . . . , l e g , l e g , l e g .  .  .  . .1 3 3 11 3 3 y28 3 3 28 3 3
is unimodular.
Let g s e g . Let us apply condition ASR to the elements4 3 3 6
l g , . . . , l g , l g . .  .  .1 4 11 4 y28 4
There exist t , . . . , t g R, such that every maximal ideal, containing the7 11
ideal
 :l g q t l g , . . . , l g q t l g , .  .  .  .7 4 7 y28 4 11 4 11 y28 4
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  .  .:   . .also contains l g , . . . , l g . Let e g E A ª E , R , v be7 4 y28 4 4 5 7 1
  .the corresponding element making these transformations. Since l g ,1 4
 .:   .  .:. . . ,l g s l e g , . . . , l e g , every maximal ideal n containing6 4 1 4 4 6 4 4
  .  .:l g , . . . , l g , where g s e g , also contains the ideal a s1 5 4 5 5 4 4
  .  .  .:  .  .l g , . . . , l g , l g . Besides, l g ' 1 mod a . Therefore,1 4 11 4 y28 4 28 5
the row
l g , . . . , l g , l g .  .  . .1 5 11 5 28 5
  .  ..is unimodular. Thus, the row l g , . . . , l g is unimodular.1 5 28 5
  .:Denote a s l g . By Lemma 1 we have1 5
Xl g , . . . , l g g Um E , Rra , . .  .2 5 28 28 v 66
 where g g Rra. Lemma 2 provides that there exists e g E E ªi 5 6
. .   .  ..E , R , v , such that the row l e g , l e g is unimodular modulo7 6 2 5 5 11 5 5
  .:a. Since a f E ª E , we have l e g s a. Therefore, we have the7 6 7 1 5 5
unimodular row
l e g , l e g , l e g . .  .  . .1 5 5 2 5 5 11 5 5
  . .Let g s e g . It is clear that there exists e g E E , R , v , such that6 5 5 6 7 7
 .l e g s 1.3 6 6
Now we introduce the condition on a ring which generalizes Vaserstein's
condition used in the proof of surjective stability of the K -functor for the1
 w x.case of the orthogonal groups B ª B , D ª D see 36 .ny1 n ny1 n
Recall how Vaserstein's condition looks for the particular case F s D .n
A ring R satisfies the condition V if for any unimodular rown
a , . . . , a , a , . . . , a , .1 n yn y1
with elements in R there exist elements t , . . . , t , t , . . . , t from R,1 n yn y1
such that
1. y1 t a s 1,is1 i i
 . X  .2. t , . . . , t , t , . . . , t g Um D , R .1 n yn y1 v n1
The second condition means that elements t , i s 1, . . . , y1, satisfy thei
equality n t t s 0.is1 i yi
Suppose that a ring R satisfies both the conditions SR and V . Thenn ny1
the proof of surjective stability for D ª D goes as follows compareny1 n
.39 .
 .Consider the diagram of the representation D , v with the naturaln 1
 .numbering of weights see Figures 5 and 6 .
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 .FIG. 5. D , v .n 1
 .FIG. 6. D , v .n 1
  . .  .Let g g G D , R , v and g , . . . , g , g , . . . , g be its first row.n 1 1 n yn y1
Using the condition SR , we can find elements t , . . . , t g R, such thatn 2 n
the row
gX , . . . , gX , gX , . . . , gX .2 n yn y1
is unimodular, where
gX s g q t g , i s 2, . . . , n ,i i i 1
gX s g , i s y n , . . . , y2,i i
n
Xg s g q t g .y1 y1 i yi
is2
  . . XLet e g E D , R , v make these transformations and denote g s ge.n 1
Analogously, using SR , one can choose tX , . . . , tX g R, such that the rown 2 n
gY , . . . , gY , gY , . . . , gY .2 n yn y2
is unimodular, where
gY s gX , i s 2, . . . , n ,i i
Y X X Xg s g q t g , i s yn , . . . , y2.i i i y1
  . .Let the element e g E D , R , v make these transformations and1 n 1
denote g 0 s g 9e . Applying V to the unimodular row1 ny1
gY , . . . , gY , gY , . . . , gY , .2 n yn y2
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one can find tY , . . . , tY , tY , . . . , tY , such that2 n yn y2
1. y2 tY gY s 1 y gY,is2 i i 1
 Y Y Y Y . X  .2. t , . . . , t , t , . . . , t g Um D , R .2 n yn y2 v ny11
Let b s v y l , i s 2, . . . , y2, and seti 1 i
y2
e s x t . .2 yb ii
is2
Denote gZ s gYe . Calculating gZ , we have2 1
n n
Z Y Y Y Y Y Y Yg s g q t g q g q t g t . 1 1 i i yi i y1 yi
is2 is2
y2 n
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Ys g q t g q g t t s g q 1 y g s 1, . 1 i i 1 i yi 1 1
is2 is2
which finishes the proof.
Let n be the dimension of the basic representation p with the highest
weight m.
 .DEFINITION. We say that the ring R satisfies the condition V F, R ifm
 .for each unimodular vector r , . . . , r there exist elements t , . . . , t g R,1 n 1 n
such that
1. n t r s 1,is1 i i
 . X  .2. t , . . . , t g Um F, R .1 n m
For the case F s D and m s v , this condition is converted to V . Then 1 n
following theorem combines the condition used by Stein and the general-
ized Vaserstein condition for the particular case of E ª E embedding.6 7
 .THEOREM 2. Let the ring R satisfy the conditions ASR and V E , R .6 v 66
Then the homomorphism
n : K E , R ª K E , R .  .1 6 1 7
is surjecti¨ e.
  . .   .  .. YProof. Let g g G E , R , v . Then l g , . . . , l g g Um ?7 7 1 y1 v 7
 .E , R . As in the proof of Theorem 1, one can get a unimodular row7
l g , l g , . . . , l g , .  .  . .1 y28 y1
using the condition SR . Moreover, the row7
l g , . . . , l g , l g , . . . , l g .  .  .  . .1 6 y28 y1
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  .:is also unimodular. Let a s l g , i s 1, . . . , 6, y28, . . . , y7. Applyingi
 .  .  SR to the elements l g , . . . , l g , one can find e g E A ª6 y6 y1 5
. .   .  ..E , R , v , such that l eg , . . . , l eg is unimodular modulo a , and7 1 y6 y2
  .:l eg s a , i s 1, . . . , 6, y28, . . . , y7. Then the rowi
l eg , . . . , l eg , l eg , . . . , l eg .  .  .  . .1 6 y28 y2
is unimodular.
  .  .:  .Set eg s g and a s l g , . . . , l g . Using the condition V E , R1 1 1 6 1 v 66
  .  ..  .with respect to the row l g , . . . , l g , one can find t , . . . , ty28 1 y2 1 2 28
X  .g Um E , R , such thatv 66
28
t r s 1 y l g mod a . .  . i i y1 1
is2
Let b s l y l , i s y28, . . . , y1, andi i 1
y28
e s x t . .1 yb ii
is2
 .Computing l g where g s e g , we havey1 2 2 1 1
28
l g s l g q t l g q ??? qt l g q u t q ¨ g , .  .  .  . y1 2 y1 1 2 y2 1 28 y28 1 i i 1 1
is2
 .  .where u s u t , ¨ s ¨ t .i i i 1 i
 .Straightforward computations using ) yield that u s 0, sincei
t , . . . , t g UmX E , R .  .2 28 v 66
and ¨ s 0 as a linear combination of u .1 i
Therefore,
28
l g s l g q t l g q a .  .  .y1 2 y1 1 i yi 1
is2
s 1 y l g q l g q a s 1 q a, .  .y1 1 y1 1
  .  .:where a g a. Since the ideal l g , . . . , l g is still a , then the row1 2 6 2
l g , . . . , l g , l g .  .  . .1 2 6 2 y1 2
is unimodular. It follows immediately, that the row
l g , . . . , l g , l g , l g .  .  .  . .1 2 11 2 y28 2 y1 2
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 is unimodular. Replacing g by appropriate e g s g , e g E D ª2 2 2 3 2 6
. .E , R , v , we find that the row7 1
l g , . . . , l g , l g , l g .  .  .  . .1 3 11 3 y28 3 28 3
is unimodular and
l g ' 0 mod a , i s y11, . . . , y2, .  .i 3
  .  .  .:where a s l g , . . . , l g , l g . Now, arguing as in Theorem 11 3 11 3 y28 3
  . .and applying ASR , we can find e g E D ª E , R , v , such that the6 e 6 7 13
row
l e g , . . . , l e g , l e g .  .  . .1 3 3 11 3 3 y28 3 3
is unimodular. Let g s e g . Using SR , one can get a unimodular row4 3 3 6
l g , . . . , l g , l g , .  .  . .2 5 11 5 28 5
  . .where g s e g and e g E A ª E , R , v .5 4 4 4 5 7 1
  .  ..Consider now the unimodular row l g , . . . , l g . Using the condi-2 5 28 5
 .  . X  .tion V E , R , we can find t , . . . , t g Um E , R , such thatv 6 2 28 v 66 6
28
t l g s 1 y l g . .  . i i 5 1 1
is2
  . .Take the element e g E E , R , v , which adds all the elements of5 7 7
l g , . . . , l g .  . .2 5 28 5
 .to the element l g with the coefficients t .1 5 i
 .  . X  .Then g e g s 1 since t , . . . , t g Um E , R , and e adds all the1 5 5 2 28 v 6 56
 .  .elements l g , i s y28, . . . , y1, to l g with zero coefficients.i 5 1 5
To conclude, we formulate the theorem concerning the stability of the
K -functor for the embedding D ª E . The proof uses arguments similar1 5 6
 .to those in Theorem 2 and the description of the sets Eq D , v and5 5
 .Eq E , v .6 6
 .THEOREM 3. Let the ring R satisfy the conditions SR and V D , R .5 v 55
Then the homomorphism
n : K D , R ª K E , R .  .1 5 1 6
is surjecti¨ e.
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